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READING ASSIGNMENTS

Tutorial I: Order and Planning


Tutorial II: Contracts

Locke, The Second Treatise of Government (1690), Chapters 2, 5, 7, 8 and 9.


unpublished manuscript (2009).


Tutorial III: Firms


Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management (1911).


Tutorial IV: Industrialization


Tutorial V: "The Most Terrible Missile That Has Yet Been Hurled at the Heads of the Bourgeoisie"

Ilyin and Motylev, What is Political Economy? (1986), pp. 91-140 ("The Great Power of Ideas").


Tutorial VI: After Capitalism


Lenin, State and Revolution (1917), Chapters 1, 3, 5 and the Postscript (pp. 7-20, 32-48, 69-85, 101).


Tutorial VII: The End of Scarcity

Fairchild, Furniss and Buck, Economics (1926), pp. 502-519 ("Business Cycles").


**Tutorial VIII: The First Keynesian?**


